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Editorial
The sun was still smiling on Sunday,
but winter might finally be arriving
as the forecast is colder and wetter
for this week.
Auskick
We had a bring a buddy round this
week which brought along many of
our little Auskickers friends to join
in the fun.

Round 8, 2016
it a really good go, and we hope to
see them come again soon. The day
ended with everyone singing the
club song.
Don’t forget training is on each
Tuesday night at 5.30pm, where we
will be sure to keep them warm
through plenty of drills to improve
their skills for match days.
– Melinda Jenkins
U9 White

They started with two drills which
included handballing, marking, &
goal kicking. There was quite a
long game this week as they were
all keen to get stuck into it. All the
Auskickers buddies got it and gave

The Dockers returned home to ELS
to play the Kellyville Rouse Hill
Magpies. With the Sunday game
managed to dodge the cold and
wet Saturday weather which we
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uncannily predicted in last week’s
report. Having said that, despite
the sun, the temperature was
down 10 degrees from the previous
match… much more befitting for
footy!
Prior to the first bounce, the U9
Whites players had the opportunity
to feel like professional players by
running
through
a
banner
celebrating Aarish's 50 game
milestone. As far as we know, and
we have asked no one, this is the
first time an U9 Docker has reached
50 games in less than 4 seasons.
Aarish's parents toiled till late in
the night to create the banner for
Aarish and his team-mates to run
through.
Aarish began his Dockers career as
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an Auskicker in May 2012. Prior to
his first Auskick outing, he was told
he would be playing footy on the
weekend on a football field. He got
very excited as he must have
thought he was going to be playing
in the big league similar to what he
had seen on TV. His excitement
quickly evaporated when he saw
the ground he was to play on.
There were no grandstands, no
spectators, no turnstiles. With a
disappointed look on his face, he
asked his Dad "What's this?" That
initial
disappointment
turned
around quickly as he found his feet
in Auskick.
A year on, he debuted for the U9s
as a 6 year old and has been an
integral member of the team ever
since. Aarish is mad about footy

and the mighty Hawks (genetically
inherited trait) and like many kids,
he wants to play professional footy
like his heroes. Well done Aarish,
may the next 50 games be just as
memorable and exciting for you,
your family and your team-mates.
Apologies to all for the brevity of
the Q1 commentary… a late arrival
and a gammy leg means I missed it,
and have relied on contradictory
eye witness reports (Archie’s Dad,
not normally known for accuracy "Will scored 3 goals and did 3
aeroplanes";
Coach
Naushad,
normally known for accuracy - "Will
scored 1 goal") to cobble it
together. Taking a broader sample
confirmed both the extra goals and
the aeroplanes… and Archie’s Dad
added some additional colour (now
given
surprising
additional
credence) that at least one of them
was a monster!
Normal
commentary
service
resumed in Q2, as did Will’s
dominance out of the centre
square. Oliver, Archie, Jackson,
Xavier, and Harvey were busy in
contests and tackles. Oliver in
particular completed a pin-point
kick to Xavier for a nice mark.
Archie pulled off a huge, bruising
tackle, and Will followed up with
another massive clearance. Play
moved quickly into our forward

pocket for a mark to Harrison who
showed great vision for a quick
play-on and goal. The Pies were
tough during this period, but
persistence from our boys started
to wear them down. Aarish kicked
long and Harrison cleaned up,
made a darting run and snapping
the goal. Xavier earned a nice free
kick with a great tackle, and Lincoln
started to get some metres running
the ball.
The second half started as the first
had finished. Archie made a clean
tap out of the ruck, and Harrison
and Aarish were busy. The Pies
fought back strongly with a neat
goal. Will continued his dominant
ruck work, and Kaelan, Nathan,
Archie, Alex, Oliver and Coby
worked hard. Harvey started to
come into his own, narrowly
missing a goal. Arch kicked into
Kaelan for a strong mark, and Alex
finished the movement with a goal.
Xavier fired up strongly and broke
out of a tackle for an excellent goal
and plenty of fist pumping. A
period of nice teamwork followed,
with Will to Harvey, Alex and
intercept mark and pass to Xavier
for another mark. Oliver punched
above his weight in tackles, and
Archie, Alex, and Harvey all made
beautiful hand passes.
Harvey switched to the Pies for the
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final period, and kept up his strong
efforts. Aarish once again displayed
brilliant tackling, ably supported by
Tommy and Xavier (who was still
plenty fired up!). Tommy made a
quick break down the sideline in
front of the coaching staff, and
attempted a difficult full speed
bounce, only to be foiled by the
foibles of the Sherrin.
Harrison once again showed that
he is a genuine all-round class
player, regardless of position
rotation, and Tommy also showed
good all-round skills in defence
with a rush behind. Archie took the
long and circuitous route for an
excellent solo goal, followed up by
Coby with a big run (generous
umpiring!) and a sneaky behind.
Archie once again showed his
physical prowess for full game
duration with hard work on the
ball, generating a free kick and

another behind. Will also continued
the theme with a strong break out
run and goal, with another
appearance of the now trademarked aeroplane (he sends his
apologies to Jarrod Hayne).
Aarish showed match fitness with
tap outs, passes and kicks, while
Coby scooped the ball off the
ground, only to be foiled by the
umpire who realised that he’d run
too far the last time! Friyana had
forced her way into the line up for
the final period, and was busy in
contests and a strong attempt to
take a mark from a kick from her
brother. Tommy pulled off a belter
of a tackle which belied his stature,
and Archie finished off the match
with another big run.
A big performance from the whole
team once again, with the most
pleasing
aspect
being
the

U12s in action
4
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teamwork which gets better every
week. Brilliant play boys and plenty
of credit to the full Coaching team
of Naushad, Andrew and Mark.
Best on Ground: Harvey
Special Congratulations: Aarish, in
his 50th game for the Dockers
Special Thanks: Coby, Kaelan,
Jackson and Harvey, who all played
a quarter for the Magpies, showing
great sportsmanship
Extra Special Thanks: Reid, who
despite being injured, came to the
game to support his mates, which
is what team sports is all about!
– Andrew Loadsman
U9 Purple
With a few of our players unwell,
13 of the Dockers Purples this week
took on the Hornsby Berowra
Blues. Welcome to Sean Comans
on his first game with the North
Ryde Dockers!
The first quarter was a tight battle
with some great pressure and
many tackles. Aidan made a
clearing handball to Callum from
the backline, with the ball making
its way to Jeremy up forward, but
great pressure from Hornsby, held
us out from scoring. Equally, great
pressure from Scarlett in our
backline prevented a sure goal

from the opposition. The second
quarter started well with sound
mark and goal from Brodie. A
handball under pressure from John
R to Brodie resulted in a second
goal – great play John! Liam R was
strong in the backline, with a
clearing kick out of the range of
their goals, to Hugo who moved
the ball through the centre of the
ground.
A strong defensive line of Jeremy,
Jack R, Hugo and Liam R kept up
the pressure in the second quarter,
and together they showed some
great team play. Inspirational play
from Ali late in the quarter, as he
shook off a few opposition players
in a tackle to clear a handball to
Jeremy.
The third quarter started strongly
again, with Jeremy clearing the ball
from the Centre, passing to Callum,
who finished truly with a goal.
Great team play from Charlie E,
who passed the ball to Aidan in the
forward line, resulting in a shot at
goal. Ryan, in the backline, took a
strong mark, which prevented a
sure goal from the opposition.
John was courageous in the
backline, with a play that resulted
in a free kick to the Dockers.
Another great team effort in the
backline, with Sean, John, Brodie
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and Ryan all applying pressure
throughout the quarter.
The fourth quarter was highlighted
with a courageous play from
Jeremy, who sustained an injury to
his ankle, but kept on playing, and
not slowing down! Finally, a pass
from Charlie E to Ryan resulted in
another goal for the Dockers.
Overall, a great team effort by the
Purples, with some very strong
tackles and team plays. Let’s keep
up the pressure for this Sundays
match against the Dockers White
Team!
– Sharon Irish
U12
The U12s notched up their fourth
win in a row, defeating the Lane
Cove Cats Enright in a close game!

U13
Round 8 was again played at home
on what was a chilly but sunny
Sunday morning against the
Canada Bay Cannons. It was good
to see a familiar face back in the
team with Blake taking his spot in
the forward line.
The first quarter went to the
cannons after a slow start by the
boys but we kicked up and extra
gear in the second and third
coming away with some great
goals.
We started the fourth in front and
the game was ours for the taking
and the win in the bag but four
consecutive goals by the cannons in
the last ten minutes of the game
saw it slip out of fingers just before
the final hooter.
Despite the close loss, there were
some great goals and moments in
play. Matt came away with 4 goals ,
with Fynn, Yianni, Alexander and
Will also coming away with points.
In the mid field Conor was always
there for the ball and Flynn was his
usual force in the ruck. Adam also
kept up his tireless work in
defence.

Final scores: North Ryde 7.7=49 to
Lane Cove Cats 6.4=40.
6
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In the end it was the extras on the
bench and fresh legs for the

Cannons
that
proved
the
difference. Consistency across all
quarters will be the key coming
into the back end of the season. It
was a good effort despite the loss
with a few lessons learnt along the
way. Keep up the great team work
boys.
– Bron Papandrea
U17
The game against St Ives was a bit
of a weird game actually. The
game was switched to ELS Hall
because Acron Oval was being
used as a heliport by NSW RFS to
monitor back burning activity in
Ku-ring-gai National Park. We had
22, they had 21 so it was a full 18a-side fixture.

reversed through an indiscretion.
We had Ehsen take a mark on the
goal line, play on around the point
post to learn that he’s conceded a
point in doing so. And a few
others each way.
If you look at the scorecard you’d
have thought the game was never
in doubt. St Ives only scored goals
in the second quarter, though
their 4 majors in that period
outscored our wayward 1-6 and
meant they were just 2 points
down at half time. It didn’t really
feel that clear cut, mainly because
our kicking compass was on the
shonk. Seventeen behinds is one
every 4 minutes!

Thanks to the Purple Haze
volunteers in Ian, Andrew and
Matt for their efforts with flag,
whistle & instructions. A sterling
effort gentlemen. And thanks to
our
physio
Christina
from
Spectrum Healthcare. Also good to
see Lachlan and Lindon supporting
the team.

The cause was probably lack of
composure in mid field moving the
ball into our attacking 50m zone.
We have some good targets up
front – we just didn’t seek them
out with any consistent precision.
On the other hand, to my mind
there was much more run in our
play today and a lot more
effective handball, particularly
coming out of defence.

There were more technical frees
paid than you usually see in one
game. We had a gimme goal gifted
to us when the St Ives runner
encroached. We earned a
fortuitous 50m then saw it

In the 3rd quarter we responded to
the coaches urgings and started to
run and play more effective footy
and got the margin out to 4 goals.
In the last improved cohesion with
the ball, some deft chain of
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passing, especially by hand gave
us better field position and some
long range goals sealed the win.
Final score: Canada Bay Dockers
10.17=77 defeated St Ives 4.7=31
AngusM had a good day, using his
physical presence to apply
pressure on the opposition on the
ground and in marking contests.
The effort BenC has been putting
in on the training track has been
exceptional and today was an
emphatic sign it’s paying off. In
particular in the 3rd Qtr on the far
side, when speed and verve
created opportunities to and he
also scored a high bouncing goal
with quick thinking and Ronaldo
style execution.
The mere fact that BenR (Rizza)
was back playing the same team
whom he broke his arm in the first
round is remarkable. Nothing
spectacular today, just lots of onepercenters done well.
The workhorse of our backline
EhsenS put in another sound
performance. He held the
defensive unit together well and
counter-attacked
when
the
opportunity arose. HarrisonG
(Haz) rucked unchanged all day, as
usual. He won 65% of the centre
bounces and sideline throw ins, as
8
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usual. But this time it was our
midfield who got majority first use
of the ball in clearances and didn’t
it make footy look easy when they
did! Won the Five Dock
Volkswagon “Played strong, done
good” award.
As an on-field leader HarrisonL is
almost as good as he is as a
recruiter! Did all the heavy work
you want from your centre-half
forward. He kicked an long range
and wide out goal when we
needed which was well worthy of
some showboating in celebration.
A highlight of JackT’s game was a
characteristic burst through the
middle to nail a goal which broke
St Ives hearts. His use of handball
to link with team mates was very
effective and of a quality we
hadn’t seen previously.
JeremyW appeared on my radar at
8:30pm on Thursday, and in 36
hours
he
was
registered,
transferred and ready to play. At
this stage we don’t where he’ll
best fit into the team but he
showed some effective defensive
skills under pressure. The midfield
general JimmyB was a real
physical presence all game though
some skill errors let him down.
With Macca he was the primary
driver in the 3rd quarter that saw
us establish a winning lead.

Last season LaytonH was a ball
winning mid-fielder, this season
he’s morphed into a 4 quarter
long scrapper in defence who
works very hard in his role. In
lightning bursts LouisP had a good
game. When the afterburners get
engaged he is blisteringly quick.
The “Big, bad John” of the team,
LukeG, puts some real competitive
physical presence into our
counterattack. His overhead skills
have improved and he jagged a
long distance goal to cap off a very
good performance.
MattB was often giving away a lot
of height, but took a very good
contested mark when St Ives were
surging in the 2nd quarter and
showed a cool head all day. Our
prime target up forward MattK
had a bit influence on the game
early but later in the game we
delivered the ball forward without
due precision and severely
reduced his opportunities. I just
love the attack on the ball at pace
you get from MichaelF.
Slow and steady development
continues with NickT, he’s got the
physical prowess and skills to be a
solid contributor and will be once
he builds that confidence. When
you move OscarS into the forward
line there’s a transformation. He

competes, he’s creative and he’s
effective. RoryB worked hard and
provided a mix of hard ball gets
and deft touches in one of his
better games.
It was probably the best game
SamP’s played all season. A couple
of handy marks, a bit more control
with his kicking, and a much more
effective contribution including a
long range bombed goal in the last
quarter. ThomasM didn’t do many
spectacular things but did an
awful lot of little things well. The
work rate was good and there was
plenty of thinking about how he
was going to use the ball.
Back playing against his old club,
TimRobbo was fired up to make a
big impression. Perhaps would be
better playing at 100mph rather
than attempting 150mph, but he
won a lot of contested ball which
was pleasing. The other one who
puts the grunt into our defence,
TylerF played soundly. Hard as
granite in the contest, athletic on
the rebound.
The Concord Footy Talent Agency
has delivered with another U17
recruit
in
Jeremey
Wedd.
Welcome to Justin and his logistics
support team Justin & Cath. For a
first time run in the game he put
in a commendable effort.
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Saturday 4th June.
Next Saturday, yes Saturday, the
Dockers are hosting at ELS a round
of the schools AFL competition
and require volunteers to staff the
BBQ and canteen for the day. The
U17s are rostered to 9:00 through
to 4:00.
Yes, it’s a substantial funds raiser
for the club, but I used up my
appeal civic duties with the April
10th session, so I’ll be there all day
flipping the snags. Anybody who
can help me out for an hour or so,
it would be really appreciated.
– Graeme Durrant
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